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the xilinx system-on-a-chip (soc) platform, with an application specific integrated circuit (asic) circuit,
is often used in embedded systems and low-end computing applications including cell phones, digital

cameras, digital video cameras, internet appliances, computers and set-top boxes. an asic is a
custom-designed integrated circuit, typically requiring more than one or two months to design and

not easily changed, whereas fpgas with their reconfigurable design allow rapid prototyping and easy
system integration. the uses of fpgas include applications requiring a large number of digital i/o

connections in networking, telecommunications and automotive equipment. in the past, fpgas were
often used for prototyping and for field upgrades or replacement, however, in the late 1990s a wave
of new designs began to appear that included a substantial amount of programmable logic. the new
designs by large companies were focused on digital signal processing and custom computing, such

as space satellite communications. programmable logic was used to create analog-to-digital
conversion and equalization circuits, and for signal processing. in june 2012, xilinx launched the
virtex-6 h570t fpga, a new member of the xilinx virtex-6 fpga line, which combines two 6.5 gbit/s
fpgas in one package for software with associated ip intellectual property (ip) and hardware, the

industrys first 16gbit/s serial transceivers. the package now comprises five fpgas that offer serial and
parallel interface, ip and a high-speed microcontroller, delivering approximately nine terabits of

serial flash data per second on a single board. in 2013, xilinx introduced the virtex-6 fpga line for
systems-on-chip (soc) applications, in addition to 4 gbit/s to 18 gbit/s fpgas. in april 2014, xilinx

released the new xilinx zynq 7 series of programmable soc solutions.
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the new kintex 7 series fpgas adopt an in-order, single-cycle pipeline for improved performance and
ease of optimization. this architecture is based on the virtex-5 architectural design and is suitable for
single cycle application designs. the kintex-7 line uses a 100-micron standard cmos process. and it

contains up to 256k ecc memory and 4-gbit synchronous ddr3 memory. in addition, the kintex-7 line
includes a pci-express for pcie bus expansion. additional interface options include a full-duplex,

double-speed serial link, a 10/100 ethernet port and a usb 2.0 host link. in addition, the company has
announced a development program that provides an xilinx reference design for the vhdl-based

kintex-7 family of fpgas. the kintex-7 was used to deliver a full-duplex e1/t1 line codec for tsn. this
codec, which is a central part of the internet protocol family of telecommunications standards, has a
combined throughput rate of 1.2 gbps, making it the highest data rate delivered by an application-

specific fpga. the kintex-7 fpga core contains a full digital-to-analog converter with a resolution of 16
bits. the core supports single-cycle data transfers for the fastest single-cycle performance. moreover,

the core has a simple, efficient design that supports both 4-gbit and 2-gbit ddr3 memory and
contains up to 4,818 single-bit logic elements. the kintex-7 series fpgas are available in 25nm, 30nm,

and 45nm processes. the 45nm version is the largest and provides 256k on-chip memory, 4-gbit
ddr3 memory, and a flexible, easy-to-use xilinx vivado design suite (xds) design flow that includes

block synthesis, design and placement, and netlist reporting with comprehensive coverage of timing,
power and process requirements. embedded memory is fully-protected against timing violations and
provides an accurate model of the timing behavior of the memory device. the kintex-7 series fpgas
also provide an application particular bus (apb) interface, which provides a 32-bit or 48-bit bus at

half-rate (half-rate and 4x) or full-rate (full-rate and 2x), to allow for flexible applications. 5ec8ef588b
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